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Fall/Autumn is my absolutely favourite time of the year.  I love 
the lingering warm days, the glorious colours, the woodsy 
smells and the nip in the evening air. Alas Autumn on the 
Prairies is far too short and we need to treasure each and every 
day, as the first frost…the first big wind…and it all ends! On my 
way to work this morning I was reflecting on the beauty all 
around me and how “normal” it all seemed and how much we 
take things like a lovely, sunny, Autumn day for granted. If the 
last two years have taught us anything it is to never take 
anything “for granted”. In the blink of an eye what we have been 
used to, what has been predictable and comfortable, can 
suddenly and inexplicably end – leaving us confused and 
unsettled. 
The changing seasons in nature often reflect the changing 
seasons of our lives. The Springtime of new growth and new 
beginnings – new possibilities; the Summer of rest and 
relaxation and the freedom to be in and explore the world 
around us, to let nature embrace and heal our brokenness, our 
fears and anxieties; the Fall/Autumn a time to change, of 
preparation, of letting go and of gearing up for the winter days 
ahead; and Winter – the silent season when the ground 
beneath us is asleep – when our focus, our energy tends to be 
more inward, more reflective. Winter can also be a time of 
isolation for many and the dark mornings and early evenings 
can bring on waves of depression and loneliness. 
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Over the weekend I spied a colourful autumn wreath that I 
thought would be perfect on my office door – and it is! A warm 
and welcoming touch of the ever changing colours of fall and a 
reminder of the beauty outside. I love to “decorate” for the 
seasons…in fact I tend to go a little over the top, especially at 
Christmas. I especially love the welcome touch of a wreath on 
the door – it says to me, “you are welcome here”.  I am not, 
repeat NOT, a crafty person, but many years ago I got talked 
into, against my better judgement, joining a craft group with a 
few close friends. The fall craft was a corn husk wreath, and I 
believe I mentioned this in one of my earlier reflections. It turned 
out beautifully, if I do say so myself, and graced my front door 
for many, many Thanksgivings, both Canadian and American, 
until it finally fell apart. Here is what Wikipedia has to say about 
Harvest wreaths: 
Harvest wreath 
Harvest wreaths, a common household decoration today, are a 
custom with ancient roots in Europe. The creation of harvest 
wreaths in Europe can be traced back to ancient times, and is 
associated with animistic spiritual beliefs. In Ancient Greece, 
the harvest wreath was a sacred amulet, using wheat or other 
harvested plants, woven together with red and white wool 
thread. The harvest wreath would be hung by the door year-
round. 
Harvest wreaths were an important symbol to the community in 
Ancient Greece, not merely to the farmer and his family. The 
festivals devoted to Dionysus, 
the Oschophoria and Anthesteria, included a ritual procession 
called the eiresîonê. A harvest wreath was carried 
to Pyanopsia and Thargelia by young boys, who would sing 
during the journey. The laurel or olive wreath would be hung at 
the door, and then offerings were made to Helios and the 
Hours. It was hoped that this ritual would bring protection 
against crop failure and plagues. 
In Poland, the harvest wreath (wieniec) is a central symbol of 
the Harvest Festival, Dozynki. Wreaths are made of different 
shapes and sizes, using harvested grain plants, fruit and nuts. 
The wreath is then brought to a church for a blessing by a 
priest. The tradition includes a procession to the family home 
from the church, with a girl or young woman leading the 
procession and carrying the wreath. The procession is followed 
with a celebration and feast. Ukraine, Hungary, and other 
Eastern Europe cultures also have similar rituals that began as 
part of pre-Christian culture. 
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In my neighbourhood, the Cathedral area, wreaths seem to be 
on every door and often lovely and creative homemade ones. 
When the first person put a wreath on their door, was it by 
happenstance? Maybe the next person thought: ‘That circular 
floral item is beautiful. I am going to put that on my door, too.’ To 
be honest, this is exactly what I thought. I saw a beautiful 
wreath and liked it, so I bought it and carefully carted it off to 
work. So let’s examine further that decorative circle on my office 
door, and on many of our doors. Circles are full of symbolism: 
unity, wholeness, continuity, and focus. Yup “focus” – think 
about the expression “circle in” on something that we want to 
focus on. There’s that “circle” again right? In the first written 
records wreaths date back to the ancient Greeks and Romans 
at around 150 BC, where members of society would wear 
wreaths as headdresses using fresh tree leaves, twigs, small 
fruits and flowers. They represented status, occupation and 
achievement. In fact, the word, “wreath” literally means, “that 
which is wound around,” and is derived from the Old English 
word, “wrioa.” 
Ok we know there are wreaths for all seasons…at the moment 
my summer wreath hangs by my front door soon to be replaced 
by my fall one. Spring and summer wreaths are reported to 
mean new life and growth. Autumn wreaths mean the changing 
of time and the cycle of life. Autumn wreaths can also represent 
abundance and the harvest. Now let’s go to my absolutely 
favourite wreaths – Christmas wreaths! Over time, Christmas 
wreaths have come to convey a meaning of “welcome” and 
“Christmas spirit.” However, its origins are interesting. The 
Advent wreath has its beginnings with the German Lutherans 
dating back to the 16th century. The wreath has four candles on 
the periphery and a white candle in the middle. The four 
candles symbolize the four weeks in the liturgical calendar, with 
a candle lit each week before Christmas. The center candle is lit 
on Christmas day, representing the birth of Christ. With the 
lighting of each candle, devotions and prayers are said. The 
Advent wreath had a resurgence in the 1920s and 1930s.Early 
Christians used materials that represent certain ideas like 
evergreens that represent immortality of the soul, pinecones for 
rebirth and holly to represent strength. 
Simply put…a wreath says “welcome” no matter what. Whether 
it’s a Christmas holiday wreath, a spring/summer wreath or a 
harvest wreath…it welcomes the changing of the seasons in a 
colourful and meaningful way. 
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This coming Sunday is Harvest Thanksgiving…our church will 
be beautifully decorated to reflect this meaningful time in the 
bringing in of the harvest and in thanksgiving for the bounty we 
receive. The Bible has a lot to say about Harvest Thanksgiving. 
The gathering of things planted, a natural time of reaping in joy 
what has been produced during the year in an agricultural 
community. Jesus reflects the Bible's theological viewpoint on 
harvest when he enjoins believers to ask the "Lord of the 
harvest" for laborers ( Matt 9:38 ). God stands in control of the 
harvest time; it is part of God’s caring for us and for the works of 
his hand. In an agrarian society such as that reflected in the 
Bible, a human response to God came with planting and 
reaping. Offerings came from the fullness of one's harvest and 
at least two festivals focused on harvest. The Festival of 
Harvest or first fruits came in the spring, fifty days after 
Passover. The Festival of Booths fell at the end of harvest in the 
fall. 
And from Britannica: Sukkot, also 
spelled Sukkoth, Succoth, Sukkos, Succot, 
or Succos, Hebrew Sukkot (“Huts” or “Booths”), 
singular Sukka, also called Feast of Tabernacles or Feast of 
Booths, Jewish autumn festival of double thanksgiving that 
begins on the 15th day of Tishri (in September or October), five 
days after Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement. It is one of the 
three Pilgrim Festivals of the Hebrew Bible. The first day of 
Sukkoth is Tuesday, September 21, 2021. 
The Bible refers to ḥag ha-asif (“Feast of the Ingathering,” 
Exodus 23:16), when grains and fruits were gathered at the 
harvest’s end, and to ḥag ha-sukkot (“Feast of 
Booths,” Leviticus 23:34), recalling the days when the Israelites 
lived in huts (sukkot) during their years of wandering in the 
wilderness after the Exodus from Egypt. The festival is 
characterized by the erection of huts made of branches and by 
the gathering of four species of plants, with prayers of 
thanksgiving to God for the fruitfulness of the land. As part of 
the celebration, a sevenfold circuit of the synagogue is made 
with the four plants on the seventh day of the festival, called by 
the special name Hoshana Rabba (“Great Hosanna”). 
The eighth day is considered by some a separate festival and 
called Shemini Atzeret (“Eighth Day of the Solemn Assembly”). 
In Israel the eighth day also commemorates the completion of 
the annual cycle of readings from the Torah (the first five books 
of the Bible) and is called Simḥat Torah (“Rejoicing of the Law”). 
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Outside Israel, Simḥat Torah is celebrated independently on the 
following day. 
  
Farmers needed to do their part in the planting and in the 
reaping. But the focus in harvest revolved around the product 
and the work of the Lord in bringing it to completion. Even 
during harvest, the Sabbath rest was to be kept so that the 
focus would remain on the Lord. Of course, great joy 
accompanied the harvest and great celebration. 
The first fruits came to the priest, who would offer them to the 
Lord. If a person brought them, then the Lord might accept 
them, an acceptance perhaps reflected in the successful 
completion of the harvest in the fall, a "blessing". Some of the 
harvest remained in the fields for the poor – much like what we 
do today with community gardens where some of the produce 
goes to our local food banks and those in need. It was important 
to acknowledge God’s role in the Harvest as otherwise there 
was the fear of failed crops and hard and hungry times ahead. 
There was real fear in the Lord’s “judgement” as reflected in a 
bad harvest. Jesus described the last judgment in a parable 
about harvest ( Matthew 13:30 Matthew 13:39 ). The Jews of 
his day understood the connection of harvest and judgment. 
I am reminded of “as ye sow so shall ye reap”! As we consider 
the Harvest let’s think outside the box a bit and think of the 
Harvest in terms of what we have offered to those less fortunate 
than ourselves and what we have received in return. One of my 
blessings, as a Priest, is to be privileged to journey with others, 
to be present at the times of celebration and the times of grief 
and mourning – the highs and lows of people’s lives. It is a joy 
to hear their stories, how they came to faith and how that faith 
continues to support and comfort them. I started this reflection 
by focussing on the changing of the seasons and likening that 
to the seasons of our lives. I heard someone say the other day 
that we are in “the never ending season of Covid”! To a certain 
extent that seems to be true – we had a little glimmer of hope 
that the end was in sight only to be plunged back into another 
dark and scary time. It is particularly hard on people who are 
already feeling isolated or lonely – people who relied on their 
church community and the fellowship it offered for 
companionship and physical interaction – and of course 
worship! Even those of us who think we are coping very well 
with the stress and strain of Covid are starting to fray a bit 
around the edges – enough is enough! We are tired, we are 
scared, we are fearful and anxious and lets face it – we are 
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“bitchy”, or to put it kindlier, we are short tempered.  Our 
patience with those who are putting their lives, and the lives of 
others, in jeopardy has worn thin. It’s hard to find “thankfulness” 
in a season, a seemingly never ending time in our lives, that 
brings so much misery. Yet we do indeed have much to be 
thankful for and in that thankfulness we have opportunities to 
share our “bounty” our “harvest” with those who are less 
fortunate, those who are struggling – physically, mentally, 
financially…. We can still gather together for worship, and our 
vaccinated family members and friends can still gather together 
– here are five things to think about as you prepare for your 
Thanksgiving weekend with those you love. Take a moment to 
reflect upon all the things we are thankful for. Thanksgiving is a 
time to remember all the positive things we have in our lives. 
Whether it is taking the time to write a thank you card to family 
and friends or helping to feed a family in need, Thanksgiving is 
a time to show gratitude and thanks for all of our blessings. 
While simply giving thanks is more than enough to honor the 
spirit of the holiday, here are five creative ways to give back and 
say thanks this Thanksgiving: 
Pass the gratitude basket. This is a fun twist on an old 
tradition. Each person around the table writes one thing they 
are grateful for on a piece of paper and puts it in a basket. After 
everyone has added their piece of paper, the basket is passed 
around. Each person pulls a piece of paper from the basket, 
reads it out loud, and everyone tries to guess who wrote it. 
Invite someone new over for dinner. Sharing a meal with 
friends and family is a gift best not taken for granted. Think 
about what a wonderful experience it can be and then think 
about how there are people out there who may not have the 
same opportunity. If there is someone out there who may be 
alone on Thanksgiving, take a chance and invite them to dinner. 
It may just be a rewarding experience for everyone. 
Give thanks while giving back. A great way to show gratitude 
is by paying it forward. Set aside some time to volunteer at a 
senior center, soup kitchen, or animal shelter. Ask friends and 
family to bring a few items with them to dinner that can be later 
donated to a charitable organization, including clothing, books, 
and school supplies. 
Feed a family in need. Have friends and family pitch in to 
provide Thanksgiving meals for families who are less fortunate. 
Donate food items to churches and other organizations who will 
put them together and distribute them. Participate in an Adopt-
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A-Family effort. Buy a holiday meal through a supermarket that 
subsequently donates it to a needy family. 
Plant a tree. Trees provide us with oxygen, shade, clean air, 
and beauty. A good way to show gratitude is by planting a tree. 
Not only will the tree be a long-term way to demonstrate thanks 
to the environment we live in, it will provide food and shelter to 
many of the wildlife we enjoy. 
Thanksgiving is a time for sharing great food and giving thanks 
with family and friends. Whether through service or sharing, 
taking the time to show gratitude for all the good things we 
enjoy is a terrific way to usher in the holiday season. And I leave 
you with this from an unknown author: 

Thanksgiving Observance 
Count your blessings instead of your crosses; 

Count your gains instead of your losses. 
Count your joys instead of your woes; 

Count your friends instead of your foes. 
Count your smiles instead of your tears; 

Count your courage instead of your fears. 
Count your full years instead of your lean; 

Count your kind deeds instead of your mean. 
Count your health instead of your wealth; 

Count on God instead of yourself. 
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A few other things to take note of… 
WOMEN OF THE HEBREW SCRIPTURES PART TWO – A 
BIBLE STUDY IN SCRIPTURE, SHARING, PRAYER AND 
REFLECTION 
Sing to Her a new song of serendipity and shalom, faith finding 
its own way home, love breaking through the ice cold wall of 
introverted pain, hope raised to life again: one world 
sensitivities, passion for possibilities: summer autumn winter 
spring sing of women witnessing, making a difference, making a 
start in owning the seasons of the heart. – Miriam Therese 
Winter 
Hello everyone! The second part of Women of the Hebrew 
Scriptures begins this Thursday, October 7th. This six week 
study will be via ZOOM on Thursday, October 7th at 7 p.m. to 
8:30 p.m. ending Thursday, November 25th just before 
Advent. There will be two Thursdays that we will not be 
meeting: November 4th and 11th. This study is open to 
everyone, regardless of where you are at on your Christian 
journey or how biblically knowledgeable you may or may not be. 
The study is a group participation format, led by me, Rev. 
Winna Martin, and involves fairly extensive scripture reading 
and discussion as we travel through the lives of: legendary 
women, mothers, daughters and memorable women of the 
Hebrew Scriptures. On Thursday, October 7th, we will spend 
some time getting to know each other and exploring the life and 
witness of Tamar (Genesis 38:6-30; 1 Chronicles 2:3-6) and 
Pontiphar’s Wife (Genesis 39:1-23). Here is your ZOOM link to 
join in the discussion and the fellowship: 

Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82031547365?
pwd=dkU3cThsVk50Mld0NmFreU95cnEvdz09 

Meeting ID: 820 3154 7365 
Passcode: 060710 

PLEASE NOTE THE CHANGE IN DATE…IT IS REALLY 
IMPORTANT THAT WE MEET IN PERSON FOR THIS SO I 
HAVE BUMPED IT INTO NOVEMBER IN THE HOPE THAT 
WE MIGHT BE ABLE TO MEET IN PERSON BY THEN… 

THE SINGLE CONNECTION… 
Welcome to “The Single Connection” – a fellowship and 
support group for all singles – widowed, divorced, single by 
choice, etc.- young and “older” – male and female. The 
Reverend Winna Martin will be your facilitator and host. Winna 
is a divorced single mother of two children and grandmother to 
two teenage boys – she knows firsthand the challenges of being 
single in a “couples” society. We will meet once a month 
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beginning on Tuesday, November 24th at 7 p.m. in the 
Immanuel first floor lounge. We will begin with evening 
prayer, followed by a “getting to know you” time and light 
refreshments. It is hoped this will be a time of shared stories, 
laughter and perhaps some tears as we support and journey 
together as “singles” in the Parish of Immanuel. As we form 
connections and start to feel comfortable with each other we 
can explore other events we might enjoy doing together: a 
game's night, going to a movie together, out for a meal 
together…etc.  If you are interested in being a part of The 
Single Connection please let me know at 
martinwinn@gmail.com or call me on my cell 306-536-4308. 
Looking forward to seeing and meeting some of the “singles” in 
the Parish of Immanuel.  Blessings my friends. Winna+ 

IMMANUEL ADVENT CRAFT SALE… 

Do you “craft”- are you a “crafty” parishioner? Or do you know a 
“crafty” parishioner? If so..we need YOU! 

For the first two Sundays in Advent, November 28th and 
December 5th, after the 11 a.m. service, we hope to offer crafts 
for sale – created by our very own Immanuel “crafters”. 
Hopefully they will have a Christmas theme – ornaments, 
stocking stuffers, mittens, scarves, toques, art objects, etc. Due 
to increasing Covid concerns we can’t offer a traditional 
Christmas Market and tea, but we can try and bring our 
community together, bringing a little Christmas joy, through the 
gifts and talents of some of our members. The proceeds will go 
to a worthy charity. Our time line is very short so if you are 
interested please contact Rev. Winna or Jenny Williams within 
the next two weeks. I know there are some amazingly talented 
“crafters” out there, just itching to get back into some sort of 
craft sale, that will bring us together in this small and enjoyable 
way, as we begin that holy time of the year of waiting, watching 
and anticipation.  
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**We are also exploring a Christmas poinsettia and plant sale, 
which will happen at the same time. Stay tuned for further 
developments. 

 Together we are stronger….thank you! 

Rev. Winna Martin, Jenny Williams and June Stanton, 

Planning Goup 

SENIORS ONLINE COFFEE VIA ZOOM HAS BEEN SUSPENDED 
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. OUR NUMBERS HAVE SIGNIFICANTLY 
DROPPED ON ZOOM - IT WAS HOPED THAT WE WOULD BE 
ABLE TO MEET IN PERSON TOWARDS THE END OF SEPTEMBER 
BUT THAT IS NOT POSSIBLE. I WILL REVISIT THIS IN OCTOBER 
AND WELCOME YOUR COMMENTS.  THIS IS YOUR MINISTRY, 
IF IT IS SOMETHING YOU FEEL YOU WOULD LIKE CONTINUED 
VIA ZOOM IN OCTOBER PLEASE LET ME KNOW.   

We, the clergy of Immanuel, hold you all in prayer daily…
and we invite you to pray along with us. If you have a 
specific prayer request please let us know so that 
together, in community, we can lift your prayers to the 
Lord. I invite you to send your prayer requests to our Office 
Manager, Mojgan Shirazi, at 
officemanager@immanuelanglicanregina.ca  Mojgan is 
keeping a list for us that will be updated regularly. These 
are some of the prayer requests that I have had this 
week… 

We pray for healing mercies for: Sharon, Mojgan, Brandon 
and his wife Trisha, Abigail, Chanson and family, Charlize, 
Edie, Grame, Heather, Kay, Greta B,, Paul C and Nancy P, 
Sharon D and family, Bob G., Elaine K., Ken M., Lori T., 
Grace M., Sheila F., Doug C., Terri-Anne and family, John 
and family, James B., David D., Shirley W., Ruby W., Nick 
and Trudy, Mike E., Shirley W., Marianne and Raymond Y., 
Vanessa G. , Declain. We remember in our prayers all those 
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who have passed in the peace of Christ, remembering all 
those we hold in our hearts. We pray for Dean Mike and the 
members of the Episcopal Search Committee. For our parish 
of Immanuel - for our wardens Mae Boa and Richard 
Simpson and our new Vestry.  We give thanksgiving for the 
birth of Clark Alexander Coleman. 

We pray for our partners at Living Spirit Centre: Pastor 
Stewart Miller (Bread of Life), Rev. Russell Mitchell Walker 
(Eastside United), Vicar Patti Sherk (Bread of Life) and the 
administrative assistants: Cheryl Conly (Bread of Life) and 
Becca Dziaduck (Eastside United). 

Please pray for those letting their name stand in the 
Episcopal Election October 16th - for our delegates, Dean 
Mike, clergy and all those who have worked in preparing 
for this important day.  Below is some information sent out 
recently from the synod office.  Delegates will have already 
received it but others may also be interested. 

I write to advise that the Candidates for the Diocesan Episcopal 
Election in the Diocese of Qu’Appelle have been announced. 
  
You’re invited to view the information and individual video 
presentations on our website at: https://
www.quappelle.anglican.ca/episcopal-candidates. Also included 
on the website are CVs and written statements for each 
candidate. 
  
As we begin the discernment process for the election of a new 
bishop, please be engaged in regular prayer. As a guide, you 
may wish to use these prayers: 
  
Book of Alternative Services (pg 676): 
At a Time of Election or Appointment in the Church  
 Almighty God, giver of all good gifts, look on your 

Church with grace, 
 and guide the minds of those who shall choose a 

Bishop for this Diocese, 
t hat we may receive a faithful servant who will care for 

your people and support us in our ministries; 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. 

  
Book of Common Prayer (pg 44-45): 
During the Vacancy of a See 

 ALMIGHTY God, the giver of all good gifts: 
 Grant thy blessing, we humbly beseech thee, 
 to the clergy and laity about to assemble for the 

  election of a Bishop; 
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 and give them the spirit of wisdom and  
  understanding, that a chief Pastor may be  
  chosen who shall minister before thee to the 
  glory of thy Name, the good government of the 
  flock committed to his charge, and the welfare of 
  thy holy Church; through Jesus Christ our Lord. 
  Amen. 

  
Thank you. 
  
Shelley Baron 

  Executive Officer 
 

You will notice that we have a very sophisticated sound 
room with equipment that looks like something out of a sci-
fi movie! At least to me it does :)  Father Michael is hugely 
instrumental in getting us to this point and he will continue 
to help get us up and running…but…he cannot keep doing 
this week after week! He needs to get back to his priestly 
ministry and he needs help with the technology and he 
needs it NOW!.  If you, or someone you know, is willing and 
able to learn - or better yet - who knows, this technology, 
please let the wardens and/or Father Michael know.  This 
does require some level of expertise, especially now with 
the new sound board. It is time to let Father Michael ease 
out of this overwhelming responsibility and get back to 
ministry. We owe him a huge thank you for months and 
months of technical wizardry all of which was self-taught. 
THANK YOU FATHER MICHAEL!! 

A final reminder that Sunday School is every Sunday at the 
11 a.m. Service.  We are blessed to have an amazing group 
of volunteers, under the capable leadership of Gwen 
Rupchan. Kids Quest happens every Monday. Please let 
Jenny Williams know if you can help or if you have any 
questions.  
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We Thank Thee 
For flowers that bloom about our feet, Father, we thank 
Thee. For tender grass so fresh, so sweet, Father, we thank 
Thee. For the song of bird and hum of bee, for all things 
fair we hear or see, Father in heaven, we thank Thee. For 
blue of stream and blue of sky, Father, we thank Thee. For 
pleasant shade of branches high, Father, we thank Thee. 
For fragrant air and cooling breeze, for beauty of the 
blooming trees, Father in heaven, we thank Thee. 
For this new morning with its light, Father, we thank Thee. 
For rest and shelter of the night, Father, we thank Thee for 
health and food, for love and friends, for everything Thy 
goodness sends, 
Father in heaven, we thank Thee. - Ralph Waldo Emmerson 

The Members of the Ministerial and Their Primary Areas of 
Responsibiity… 

Father Michael Bruce (Fellowship, Prayer and Contemplation, 
Digital Ministries - Team Leader of the Ministerial and Regional 
Dean) 
fr.MBruce@gmail.com 
306-591-1124   DAYS OFF: SATURDAY AND MONDAY 

Rev. Winna Martin  (Seniors Ministry, Singles (Divorced, 
Widowed, Singles of all ages), Pastoral Care 
martinwinna@gmail.com 
306-536-4308 (cell) or 306-525-1575 (landline)                    
   DAYS OFF: SATURDAY AND MONDAY 

Canon Susan Page, Deacon (Pastoral Care, Ecumenism) 
306-537-3946 (cell) spage@sasktel.net 

Rev. Alexander (Alex) Campbell (Indigenous Ministry, Truth and 
Reconciliation *Calls to Action)  alex.campbell@hotmail.com 

ON LEAVE**Pastor Zsofi Schmiedge 
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I hope you are enjoying Around 
the Cross. As editor I am always 
delighted to receive your articles, 
information, pictures, etc. - 
anything you would like to share. 
I do however reserve the right to 
“edit” as appropriate or to not 
publish anything that I deem 
inappropriate. Remember this is 
YOUR Epistle so please send me 
whatever you think our readers 
may enjoy - we would love to 
hear from you!  

God’s richest blessings....Winna+
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